We report results from a study of nitric oxide nightglow over the northern hemisphere of Mars during winter, the southern hemisphere during fall equinox, and equatorial latitudes during summer in the northern hemisphere based on observations of the and bands between 190 and 270 nm by the Imaging UltraViolet Spectrograph (IUVS) on the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN mission (MAVEN) spacecraft. The emission reveals recombination of N and O atoms dissociated on the dayside of Mars and transported to the nightside. We characterize the brightness (from 0.2 to 30 kR) and altitude (from 40 to 115 km) of the NO nightglow layer, as well as its topside scale height (mean of 11 km). We show the possible impact of atmospheric waves forcing longitudinal variability, associated with an increased brightness by a factor of 3 in the 140-200 ∘ longitude region in the northern hemisphere winter and in the −102 ∘ to −48 ∘ longitude region at summer. Such impact to the NO nightglow at Mars was not seen before. Quantitative comparison with calculations of the LMD-MGCM (Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique-Mars Global Climate Model) suggests that the model globally reproduces the trends of the NO nightglow emission and its seasonal variation and also indicates large discrepancies (up to a factor 50 fainter in the model) in northern winter at low to middle latitudes. This suggests that the predicted transport is too efficient toward the night winter pole in the thermosphere by ∼20 ∘ latitude north.
Introduction
The upper atmosphere of Mars is an intermediate region whose properties (dynamics, structure, and composition) depend on its interactions with the lower atmosphere and the solar activity [Bougher et al., 2015a [Bougher et al., , 2015b . The primary goal of NASA Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evolution (MAVEN) [Jakosky et al., 2013] spacecraft is the study of escape rates and processes for the Martian atmosphere. Detailed analysis of the upper atmosphere of Mars advances our understanding of the coupling of Mars's atmosphere with solar forcing and its evolution through atmospheric escape. In particular, nitric oxide nightglow is a key tracer of day-to-night hemispheric transport and of the winter polar descending circulation pattern that occurs in the upper atmosphere of Mars.
Nitric oxide UV nightglow comes from deexcitation of NO(C 2 Π) molecules that result from radiative recombination. In the dayside thermosphere of Mars, solar extreme ultraviolet radiation photodissociates CO 2 and N 2 molecules. O( 3 P) and N( 4 S) ground state atoms are carried by the day-to-night hemispheric transport. They preferentially descend in the nightside mesosphere (45 to 110 km) in the winter hemisphere. O( 3 P) and N( 4 S) atoms can radiatively recombine to form NO(C 2 Π). These excited NO molecules directly relax by emitting photons in the UV bands and in the bands through cascades via the A 2 Σ, v ′ = 0 state (see equations (1) to (4)). 
NO(A 2 Σ, v ′ = 0) → NO(X 2 Π) + bands (4) Bertaux et al. [2005] reported the first detection of the NO UV nightglow at Mars. The Spectroscopy for Investigation of Characteristics of the Atmosphere of Mars (SPICAM) [Bertaux et al., 2006 ] spectrograph on board ESA-Mars Express (MEX) observed NO nightglow in two modes: tangent limb and stellar occultation. Bertaux et al. [2005] observed an emission peak reaching 2.2 kR at an altitude of ∼70 km during limb observations. Due to the relative abundance of O over N in the nightside mesosphere, the limiting factor for this emission is the nitrogen atom flux descending toward the atmospheric layer where N atoms recombine with O to produce NO in the excited C 2 Π state. They estimated a downward flux of 2.5 × 10 8 N atoms cm −2 s −1 , about one third of the estimated production of N atoms by EUV photodissociation of N 2 molecules on the dayside.
Subsequently, using 21 limb observations performed by SPICAM, Cox et al. [2008] provided a detailed analysis of the correlations between the emission peak brightness and altitude and latitude, local time, the interplanetary magnetic field, and solar activity. They noticed the large variability of the NO nightglow, with no apparent correlation among these factors. They found that the vertical emission profiles peaked at 1.2 ± 1.5 kR and the nightglow layer peak was located at 73 ± 8 km. Gagné et al. [2013] used 2215 SPICAM stellar occultation observations, in which NO nightglow was detectable in 128. They reported an interannual variability of the number of detections of the emission, with more detections found at higher solar activity, in agreement with the paradigm of production of N( 4 S) by photodissociation of N 2 on the dayside. They found that the peak altitude ranges from 40 to 130 km, with a mean value of 83 ± 24 km, and an associated brightness of 4 ± 3.5 kR. They compared their observations to the Global Climate Model (GCM) for Mars developed at the Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique (LMD-MGCM) described by González-Galindo et al. [2009] and Lopez-Valverde et al. [2011a , 2011b . They showed that the model predicts brighter NO nightglow during winter at polar latitudes than elsewhere and shows little latitude dependence during equinoxes, with the exception of polar latitudes. While overall reasonable agreement between the SPICAM and model peak intensities was found, some striking differences were identified. During the northern winter, SPICAM observed intense emissions in the low-latitude regions, not predicted by the model. On the other hand, strong emissions were predicted by the model in the winter polar region at this season, while SPICAM did not observe particularly strong emissions there. During the equinox season, the model predicted strong emissions in both polar regions, while SPICAM was only able to detect emissions in the high latitudes in a few occasions. Stiepen et al. [2015] compiled 10 years of stellar occultation and limb observations of the NO and bands performed by SPICAM (5000 observations, out of which more than 200 present NO emissions) to study the variability of the summer-to-winter hemispherical circulation in the upper atmosphere of Mars. Their data set fully included and extended the ones used by Cox et al. [2008] and Gagné et al. [2013] . Stiepen et al. [2015] provided a statistical study of the vertical emission profile, which peaked at 5 ± 4.5 kR and was situated at 72 ± 10.4 km. Its brightness and altitude ranged from 0.23 to 18.5 kR and from 42 to 97 km, respectively. They showed that the number of detections increases at higher solar activity, yet the peak characteristics (brightness and altitude) remain unchanged for different solar activity levels, an unexpected result. Using the complete SPICAM NO database, they constructed maps of the brightness of the nitric oxide nightglow at different seasons. These maps showed large data gaps in the summer hemisphere and at polar latitudes, especially in the north (see their Figure 3 ). In comparison with the (Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN Mission-Imaging UltraViolet Spectrograph) MAVEN-IUVS observations, the amount of SPICAM data is lower and covers different years and solar activity.
SPICAM observations and the LMD-MGCM model comparisons raise important questions that require further investigation. The variability of the NO and bands indicates variability in the hemispheric circulation.
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Knowledge of the morphology of the NO and bands on Venus [e.g., Feldman et al., 1979; Stewart and Barth, 1979; Stewart et al., 1980; Bougher et al., 1990; Bougher and Borucki, 1994; Gérard et al., 1981 Gérard et al., , 2008 Stiepen et al., 2012 Stiepen et al., , 2013 brought relevant information constraining the circulation of Venus's upper atmosphere. At Venus, the NO nightglow layer peaks at 115 km ± 2 km [Gérard et al., 1981; Stiepen et al., 2012] , within Venus' thermosphere. At Mars, N atoms cross two different atmospheric regions (the thermosphere and the mesosphere) and then recombine with O atoms to produce NO(C 2 Π) molecules. Furthermore, the circulation patterns followed by N atoms at Venus (subsolar to antisolar circulation) and Mars (summer dayside to winter nightside hemisphere in the thermosphere) are different. These important differences suggest that Martian NO nightglow is regulated by a circulation pattern that spans the dayside thermosphere (the peak of the dayside N production is ∼140 km), and the nightside thermosphere and mesosphere (as low as 40 km [Stiepen et al., 2015] ). N atoms thus cross a ∼100 km vertical section of the Martian atmosphere, thereby following a complicated circulation pattern with different regimes between the mesosphere and the thermosphere.
Bertaux et al. [2005] explained that because the abundance of O atoms is much larger than N atoms, N downward flux is the limiting factor for the NO emission. Differences in peak brightness and altitude are thus indicators of variations of the delivery of N atoms to the nightside mesosphere. Considering Venus, Stiepen et al. [2012] used a one-dimensional chemical-diffusive model to simultaneously model the globally averaged NO and O 2 (a 1 Δg) airglow vertical distributions using CO 2 and O density profiles based on the Visible and Infrared Thermal Imaging Spectrometer (VIRTIS) and Spectroscopy for Investigation of Characteristics of the Atmosphere of Venus (SPICAV) observations. They conducted a sensitivity study of the eddy diffusion coefficient and N downward flux at high altitude in the nightside and showed that the eddy coefficient influences both the NO nightglow peak altitude and brightness. They also show that the downward nitrogen flux only acts on the peak intensity at Venus. Bougher and Borucki [1994] also tested the impact of the variable eddy diffusion (K z ) on the nightside of Venus. They showed that a factor of 5 variation of the K z has a large impact on the resulting N and O density profiles and the associated nightglow layers (see their Figure 14 ). Brecht et al.
[2011] performed a numerical Venus study that suggested that the altitude location of the nightglow is controlled by both eddy diffusion and vertical winds, while the NO intensity is mainly controlled by the vertical winds (see their Tables 3 and 4 ).
The current study uses periapse limb scans of the ultraviolet nightside of Mars obtained by the Imaging UltraViolet Spectrograph (IUVS) instrument on board the MAVEN spacecraft to provide a detailed analysis of the NO nightglow spectrum. We provide insights on the hemispherical thermospheric circulation through the NO nightglow emission in northern winter, around southern fall equinox, and close to the equator during northern summer. Based on the LMD-MGCM study by Gagné et al. [2013] , the downward N and O fluxes are most important during winter, in contrast with summer, while equinoxes are transition periods during which the latitude is thought to play only a minor role in the NO nightglow distribution, with the exception of the polar regions. However, this prediction has not been confirmed by NO observations, so far. SPICAM limb and stellar occultations data provide, at best, one NO nightglow vertical profile for every orbit of Mars Express (i.e., 6 h). In this study, we use the IUVS capability to scan the atmosphere up to 12 times during the MAVEN periapse phase (22 min) to analyze the short-term (both spatial and temporal) variability of the NO nightglow and its drivers. This capability to provide high cadence data is crucial to characterize the aforementioned variability of the altitude and brightness of the NO nightglow to provide insight on the influence of the circulation in driving the spatial/seasonal characters of Mars NO nightglow.
Observation Geometry, Data Reduction, and Model Description

MAVEN and IUVS Geometry During NO Nightglow Observations
The MAVEN spacecraft carries one remote sensing instrument for the study of Mars's upper atmosphere, the Imaging UltraViolet Spectrograph (IUVS) [McClintock et al., 2015] . IUVS has two channels: far-UV (110-180 nm) and mid-UV (180-340 nm) and is mounted on an Articulated Payload Platform (APP) that can orient its field of view relative to Mars. During the MAVEN orbit periapse phase, the APP orients IUVS to look to the side of spacecraft motion, allowing IUVS to use its scan mirror to repeatedly map out the vertical structure of the atmosphere. During the apoapse portion (∼6000 km above the surface) of the MAVEN orbit, IUVS uses its scan mirror to produce an image of the planet. The apoapse images of the NO nightglow will be analyzed in a future study.
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The IUVS spectral resolution during limb scans is ∼0.6 nm [McClintock et al., 2015] . IUVS uses a long and narrow slit (10 ∘ × 0.06 ∘ ) placed in the focal plane of the telescope as an entrance to the spectrograph, which defines the instrument field of view. During limb scans, the long axis of the slit is approximately parallel to the limb. IUVS scans the nightside atmosphere between 40 and 250 km altitude, with a vertical resolution of 5 km. The slit image at the detector is divided into seven spatial bins along slit, each associated with its own tangent altitude depending on slit location and orientation. The scan data are altitude-binned to create a single vertical profile. Each periapse phase of the orbit provides up to 12 vertical scans (and thus 12 vertical emission profiles) taken during a 22 min time period in northern winter and up to 24 vertical emission profiles around southern fall equinox due to a change in the observing sequence, resulting in a coarser vertical resolution (10 km). During all observation periods, data were collected following the same latitude-local time track, i.e., predawn data are statistically taken at higher latitudes. At summer, morning data are statistically taken preferentially in the southern hemisphere at higher latitudes.
Spectral Analysis
Nightglow emissions at Mars have low signal compared to dayglow emissions. To minimize the error introduced by dark current and its subtraction, we used a reference superdark image created by coadding multiple dark images of the same binning and exposure in the relevant time period. The local superdark was then scaled by a multiplier and a constant to match the dark current for each orbit of the observations.
Nightside spectra consist primarily of emissions from nitric oxide, though solar spectra can contaminate the spectrum near the terminator, and auroral emissions can occur anywhere during an auroral event [e.g., Schneider et al., 2015, Figure 1] . To isolate the NO emission brightness, we used multilinear regression technique (MLR) to fit the observed spectrum [Stevens et al., 2015] . We used four fit vectors: CO Cameron band, CO + 2 ultraviolet doublet, NO, and a solar spectrum (only used near terminator). For CO Cameron and CO
Ultraviolet doublet bands we used model spectra convolved with line spread function of the instrument [Stevens et al., 2015] . For the solar and nitric oxide templates we used coadded spectra measured by IUVS during disk and nightside observations, respectively. Spectra obtained over different spectral ranges were corrected for missing emission by scale factors derived from the template.
The IUVS was calibrated using UV-bright stars observations, scaled by instrument geometric factors appropriate for extended source observations. Intensities presented in this study are linearly dependent on the absolute calibration. The intensity values are affected by 30% systematic wavelength-independent uncertainty due to the calibration uncertainties. Figure 1 shows the normalized average of 84 spectra of the nitric oxide nightglow recorded by IUVS during MAVEN orbit 387 (10 December 2014, L s = 250, first scan) (black) and the NO spectrum (red) used in the MLR fit process (top image), and a normalized spectrogram composed of these spectra presented versus altitude from 45 km (bottom) to 95 km (top). The NO spectrum in the MLR was constructed by averaging more than 10 min of IUVS observations during MAVEN orbit 387. In the following sections, we integrated over the wavelength range of the NO and bands to characterize the NO nightglow emission in kiloRayleighs (kR). Figure 2 . The detection threshold of the NO bands is ∼0.1 kR. Out of 592 orbits, this database contains 3586 vertical profiles of the NO nightglow. In addition to an automatic verification procedure (chi-square), the presence of the NO bands is visually verified for each profile, as well as the quality of the MLR fit.
Data Coverage
First, we note that detections were made at all nightside solar zenith angles and local times. Cox et al. [2008] showed that local time does not significantly influence the emission on a restricted data set. Gagné et al. [2013] , however, indicated (see their Figure 7 ) that the LMD-MGCM predicts local time influence on both the NO nightglow peak altitude and brightness for equatorial conditions at 180 ∘ < L s < 210 ∘ . This result could not be confirmed nor rejected by SPICAM observations, due to a lack of adequate coverage. Unfortunately, our data set also lacks the needed coverage to identify a possible effect of local time on the peak brightness and altitude. We restricted the data set to spectra taken at SZA higher than 110 ∘ , in order to avoid solar radiance contamination. We note an increase of the emission toward morning hours; however, morning data are preferentially obtained at higher latitudes where the NO brightness increases. As the latitudinal impact on NO nightglow emission is expected to be more important than the local time effect on the emission [Gagné et al., 2013] , we focus here on the latitudinal dependence for the emission. IUVS observations cover middle to high latitudes in winter (northern hemisphere) and during fall equinox (southern hemisphere) and equatorial latitudes during summer in the northern hemisphere. NO nightglow was detected during all orbits with night limb observation geometry.
configuration and results). Figure 2 shows that the IUVS data set has three advantages compared to SPICAM [see Stiepen et al., 2015, Figure 2] : (i) it extends the observation coverage toward the northern pole during winter and toward the southern pole around southern fall equinox, (ii) it provides unprecedented coverage and data density, including in regions previously observed by SPICAM [Stiepen et al., 2015] , and (iii) it concentrates observations obtained under similar solar activity, while the SPICAM data were accumulated during 10 years of observations covering large variations of the solar EUV flux along the 11 year cycle.
During the observations used in this study, solar activity was moderate in the descending phase of cycle number 24. We also note that 10.1002/2016JA023523 Schneider et al. [2015] reported an intense period of solar activity (energetic electron precipitation) from 17 December 2014 (MAVEN orbit 435) to 23 December 2014 (MAVEN orbit 453). We focus on short-term variability driven by latitude and solar longitude (i.e., we look for seasonal effects on the NO nightglow) and possible local changes (i.e., with longitude). We provide quantitative comparisons of the nitric oxide nightglow altitude, brightness, and scale height and the LMD-MGCM calculated values in the three seasons. The IUVS coverage will allow to revisit and provide additional insights into the data-model differences identified in Gagné et al. [2013] . In particular, the northern winter region and the equinox in the southern hemisphere are now much better covered, so the increase of emission toward the pole predicted by the model can be confirmed or rejected on the basis of this extended observational data set.
Observational Results
Mapping the NO Nightglow Layer
The detected limb brightness on individual profiles ranges from 0.16 kR to 12 kR in southern fall equinox, from 0.21 kR to 47 kR at the northern winter hemisphere, and from 0.15 to 20 kR close to the equator during summer in the southern hemisphere (see Table 1 ). The highest values thus exceed those observed by Stiepen et al. [2015] (from 0.2 to 18.5 kR). This difference is explained by the different coverage: IUVS data span closer to the northern winter pole. The lower values depend on the sensitivity to the emission of each instrument. Figure 3 shows solar longitude (L s ) maps of the NO nightglow intensity and altitude. We determine the altitude, brightness, and location (latitude and L s ) of the peak of each observed profile of the NO nightglow. We then display the average value within each 1 ∘ L s /1 ∘ latitude bin of the peak brightness or altitude and the number of observations in each bin. Figures 3 have a different color scale than the LMD-MGCM map shown in Figure 2 to better display small-scale variations of the brightness. Overall, Figure 3 shows that the NO nightglow layer is brighter and at lower altitude in the atmosphere toward the pole in southern fall equinox and northern winter. This would confirm the behavior predicted by the LMD-MGCM and is an interesting difference with respect to SPICAM results. A more detailed comparison with the LMD-MGCM results is presented in section 4. Note that both IUVs data and the simulations presented in this study share a vertical resolution of 5 km.
Figures 3a-3c show the peak brightness, peak altitude, and number of observations of the NO nightglow in each bin in northern winter, respectively. Figures 3d-3f show the same quantities at southern fall equinox and Figures 3g-3i show the same quantities during northern summer.
During northern winter, we observe NO nightglow brightness ranging from 0.21 kR to 47 kR. As we show averages in Figure 3 , brightness in individual profiles may exceed the given values. The extreme and mean values for each season are provided in Table 1 . The average peak altitude ranges from 47 to 107 km, with the layer lower in the atmosphere toward the pole. The number of observations in each bin depends on the geometrical constraints of IUVS and MAVEN along its orbit and does not reflect physical processes. During fall equinox, the NO nightglow brightness ranges from 0.16 kR to 12 kR. The peak altitude varies between 42 and 118 km, with a decrease of the altitude toward the pole, with very few exceptions. We also observe a variability of the peak altitude up to 45 km difference within two adjacent bins, suggesting extreme variability in the local dynamics of the mesosphere in the nightside. During northern summer, NO nightglow brightness ranges from 0.15 kR to 20 kR. The peak altitude ranges from 42 to 118 km. Figure 3 and Table 1 show a large variability of the brightness during winter, up to almost 2o orders of magnitude. The longitudinal variability of the brightness of the NO nightglow emission will be analyzed in the next section. The properties of the emission differ from winter to equinox and summer. First, the latitudinal gradient of the emission altitude and brightness is less striking for equinox and summer conditions. Second, the variability of the peak brightness at midlatitudes in southern fall equinox is less than in northern winter (also, see Figure 7 ). Finally, the scale height is constant in southern fall equinox toward the pole and in equatorial latitudes during summer in the northern hemisphere, while it decreases from 10 to 8 km in northern winter. The mean topside scale height of the emission was calculated by fitting each vertical profile topside part by an exponential function using a Levenberg-Marquardt method. The average scale height for northern winter, fall equinox, and northern summer are 9, 13, and 10 km, respectively. We note that the scale height derived from this data set is higher than that reported by Cox et al. [2008] : from 3.8 to 11.0 km, with a mean value of 6 ± 1.7 km. We used the technique described in Hubert et al. [2016] to retrieve volume emission rates (VER) of the emission. VERs presented in this study will be used in a future study to quantitatively compare radiances from limb observations and disk images obtained by the IUVS instrument. We note that, during northern winter, VERs range from ∼15 to ∼150 photons cm −3 s −1 at the peak from the equator to the pole, thus an order of magnitude higher at the winter pole. In fall equinox, the VER rate increases by a factor of ∼4 from the equator to polar latitudes, ranging from 10 to 40 photons cm −3 s −1 . At northern summer, it ranges from 9 to 80 photons cm −3 s −1 , almost covering 1 order of magnitude. Figure 3 shows the longitudinal and latitudinal variations of the NO emission. The emission is generally brighter at higher latitudes. Unexpected brightenings of the emission are observed in certain longitude sectors. This longitudinal analysis could not be performed by earlier studies and is now possible thanks to IUVS data higher density. The NO nightglow layer is brighter in one region at midlatitudes in the northern hemisphere during winter. The brightest emission is found between 140 ∘ and 200 ∘ longitude and is more intense by a factor ∼2 when compared to the mean brightness observed in this season. To a lesser extent, brightening can be seen in Figure 4a between −40 ∘ and 20 ∘ longitude. We calculated a paired Student's t test between the average emission in these regions that indicates that the hypothesis that the 120 ∘ to 180 ∘ longitude region is statistically different from the other longitude regions is verified at the 99% confidence level. In contrast, the data suggest that no longitude region shows enhanced NO nightglow emission during fall equinox in the southern hemisphere. During northern summer, Figure 4i shows the most intense brightening of NO nightglow that occurs in the −102 ∘ to −48 ∘ longitude, between −5 ∘ and 55 ∘ and between 120 ∘ and 180 ∘ longitude regions close to the equator. In the −102 ∘ to −48 ∘ longitude region, the brightening of NO nightglow reach a factor as high as ∼3 when compared to the mean brightness observed in the data during that season.
Longitudinal Control of the NO Airglow Layer
The unexpected structure during northern summer, with prominent wave 3 structure and a bright peak at geographic longitudes −102 ∘ to −48 ∘ during summer, merited closer examination. A possible explanation for the longitudinal control on NO nightglow is that the emission is enhanced in some longitude sectors by a combination of waves. The midlatitudes of the winter northern hemisphere are known to be significantly affected by large-scale planetary waves, including standing and traveling waves [e.g., Banfield et al., 2004; Hinson and Wang, 2010; Lewis et al., 2016; Medvedev et al., 2011] . Longitudinally dependent thermal tide activity has also been reported in the upper atmosphere of Mars during the northern hemisphere fall/winter season [Keating et al., 1998; Wilson, 2002; Lo et al., 2015; England et al., 2016] . The LMD-MGCM simulations suggest an effect on NO nightglow that migrates over local time with a dominant period of about 2 sols, suggesting traveling planetary waves [e.g., Forbes et al., 2002; Withers et al., 2003; Bougher et al., 2004] . We subdivided the data into quarters by time to test whether the brightness might be attributed to some transient phenomenon limited in time or might evolve in geographic longitude structure. The longitude pattern was consistent between the four quarters within the limit of noise in the data. We therefore find that the peaks are persistent in time and not due to temporal transients. Furthermore, the lack of dependence on local time argues against a tidal explanation, as a shift of 6 h (each orbit with 12 complete scans covered about 2 h going forward in time about 30 min, then back 2 h; the data coverage for the whole season begins at 05:00 and ends at 22:00) would be expected to shift the longitude maxima in 90 ∘ in longitude for a diurnal tide. For the wave 3 structure detected, the longitudes of maximum emission at a given local time should correspond to minimum emission about 4 h later. We are therefore left with the conclusion that the longitudinal structure in nightglow is relatively fixed with geographic longitude at northern summer and must indicate some way in which circulation patterns are controlled by the underlying topography. We note that the brightest peak overlies the Tharsis bulge and Valles Marineris, but further analysis is not warranted until modeling is better able to reproduce the low altitudes of the emission.
Short Timescale Latitudinal Variability of the Emission During Winter
As the IUVS data set provides an unprecedented coverage of the NO nightglow closer to the winter northern pole, we focus on the latitudinal variations of the peak brightness and altitude during northern winter. We first analyze the correlation between the latitude and the peak brightness for the 12 vertical emission profiles IUVS takes during one sample orbit ( Figure 5 ). The peak altitude, brightness and latitude are extracted from the multiple limb profiles to study their variations during the 22 min of the periapse phase. Within one orbit, we focus on the latitudinal variation of the nightglow layer. Figure 5 shows vertical profiles of the NO nightglow observed during orbit 588 (L s = 255 ∘ ). The five-limb profiles showed in Figure 5 were measured at different latitudes during the same orbit. Therefore, the changes in both altitude and brightness of the peak reflect the latitudinal control on the emission. We note that the profiles observed at higher latitude peak lower in the atmosphere and are brighter (ranging from 1 kR at 77 km at 50 ∘ N to 9 kR at 59 km at 58 ∘ N). These profiles were obtained at constant solar longitude and within less than 20 min. The altitude of the peak decreases from 77 km to 58 km toward the northern winter pole, thus, about two NO nightglow emission scale heights. This suggests large differences in N downward flux to the nightside mesosphere as the brightness of the NO nightglow increases by 1 order of magnitude within 10 ∘ latitude toward the winter pole.
For each orbit, we calculate the linear correlation coefficient of the peak brightness and altitude, on the one hand, and the latitude of the peak of the emission, on the other hand. Linear Pearson correlation coefficient values range from 0.56 (i.e., low control of the brightness with the latitude for this orbit) to 0.97 (i.e., high control of the brightness with the latitude in this orbit), with a mean value of 0.83 (i.e., mean of all coefficients, one per orbit). We note that all the coefficients are positive, indicating that the brightness of the peak increases toward polar latitudes. At fall equinox and northern summer, we found a negative correlation coefficient (the peak altitude decreases toward higher latitudes), ranging from −0.2 to −0.96, with a mean value of −0.5. The latitudinal control on the emission is thus less striking under these conditions. The negative values indicate that the emission is brighter toward the south pole at fall equinox and northern summer.
Temporal Evolution of the Emission During Winter
We also examine the seasonal variation of the emission to determine the possible impact of energetic electron precipitation in Mars's atmosphere on the NO nightglow emission. Photoelectron impact on N 2 is known to be a significant source of dissociation and production of N( 4 S) atoms in Mars's and Venus's atmospheres. This was demonstrated in a study of N atom production on the Venus dayside by Gérard et al. [1988] who showed that electron collisions with N 2 contribute significantly to the N atom production in the thermosphere. This source was included in the Venus Thermospheric General Circulation Model (VTGCM) [see Bougher et al., 1990; Brecht et al., 2011] , and considered as an important source of N atoms on Mars ( [Fox, 1993] ). Schneider et al. [2015] reported an intense period of energetic electron precipitation in Mars's atmosphere, associated with the detection of UV diffuse aurora on Mars's nightside, from 17 December 2014 (orbit 435) to 23 December 2014 (orbit 453). Figure 6 shows the brightness of the emission at northern midlatitudes (between 40 ∘ and 50 ∘ latitude) during winter (black squares). Circles show the mean value in each 1 ∘ L S bin, and vertical bars represent the standard deviation around the mean values in each bin. The brightness increases from L s = 245 ∘ (orbit 385) to L s = 252 ∘ (orbit 430), followed by a plateau from L s = 252 ∘ (orbit 430) to L s = 258 ∘ (orbit 453), followed by a decrease from L s = 258 (orbit 453) until L s = 300 (orbit 735), when winter is coming to an end. This variation is not predicted by the LMD-MGCM. The brightness of NO nightglow thus increased before the SEP event reported by Schneider et al. [2015] , which is indicated in the figure by a grey zone. Furthermore, at lower latitudes (from equatorial to 40 ∘ ), the increase is absent from this time series. This suggests that the variability of the NO nightglow brightness is caused by the intrinsic seasonal variability and not driven by external processes such as electron precipitation.
Comparisons to the LMD-MGCM
We have used in this work the Global Climate Model (GCM) for Mars developed at the Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique (LMD-MGCM). This global model is able to simulate the thermal and dynamical state 10.1002/2016JA023523 of the Martian atmosphere, as well as its composition, from the surface to the exobase [González-Galindo et al., 2009] . A detailed description of the parameterizations included in the LMD-MGCM can be found in Forget et al. [1999] , Montmessin et al. [2004] , Lefèvre et al. [2004] , and in Angelats i and González-Galindo et al. [2005, 2009] for the relevant processes in the upper atmosphere. Most important for this work, the LMD-MGCM includes a photochemical model of the upper atmosphere (both neutral and ions), able to simulate the emission of NO nightglow by tracing the recombination of N and O atoms [Gagné et al., 2013] . More details about the photochemical model can be found in González-Galindo et al. [2011, 2013] . Note that in the standard version of the LMD-MGCM this photochemical model is only used at altitudes above the 0.1 Pa level (about 70 km). However, given that this altitude corresponds approximately to the observed peak altitude of the NO emission, in the simulations used here the upper atmosphere chemistry is extended downward up to the 10 Pa level. It is also important to note here that the current version of the photochemical model does not include the dissociation of neutral species by photoelectrons, including N 2 , which has been shown to be a significant source of odd nitrogen at Venus [Bougher et al., 1990] .
The simulation shown here was run using the latest available version of the LMD-MGCM, described in González-Galindo et al. [2015] , and used to build the version 5.2 of the Mars Climate Database [Millour et al., 2016] . There are a number of differences with the model used in a previous comparison with Mars Express data [Gagné et al., 2013] . These include the radiative effect of water ice clouds, known to have a significant effect over the mesospheric temperatures [Navarro et al., 2014] , an improved version of the non-LTE radiative transfer [Lopez-Valverde et al., 2014] and a dynamical core allowing for parallelization. The simulation covers a full Martian year simulation and uses a solar flux appropriate for solar average conditions and a climatology scenario for the dust load, representative of a standard Mars year without any global dust storm [Millour et al., 2016] . Now we provide a qualitative comparison of the observed NO nightglow brightness and altitude with the prediction of the LMD-MGCM. This will allow us to suggest future improvements to the model. We test two GCM predictions versus the IUVS observations:
1. The emission is predicted to be brighter at the winter pole, and the emission peak altitude is expected to be lower at higher latitudes. In southern fall equinox, the emission is not expected to be controlled by latitude for low and midlatitude conditions (from ∼70 ∘ N to 60 ∘ S at L s ∼ 0 ∘ ). 2. The latitudinal control of the NO nightglow in southern fall equinox is predicted to be similar to the one in northern winter: brighter and lower in the atmosphere toward the poles [see Gagné et al., 2013, Figures 5, 6a, and 6d; and We also analyze the possibility for an impact of solar flares on the NO nightglow emission and provide suggestions for future studies using tangent limb and disk images obtained during the apoapse phase of the spacecraft orbit and GCMs.
By comparing Tables 1 and 2 , we note that the model underestimates the NO nightglow intensity by a mean factor of ∼10 in northern winter, predicts the brightness accurately during fall equinox, and is ∼8.5 too low at equatorial latitudes during summer in the northern hemisphere. The discrepancies are beyond the systematic uncertainties of the IUVS absolute calibration (∼30%). We note also that the LMD-MGCM predicts NO nightglow brightness as low as 0.01 kR that cannot be observed as it is below IUVS threshold of detection. We note that the LMD-MGCM correctly reproduces to first order the latitudinal variability of the peak emission and peak altitude during northern winter and fall equinox, but not during northern summer. The model also predicts the emission scale height well: average of 10, 11, and 10 km at northern winter, fall equinox, and northern summer, respectively. This is in agreement with the IUVS data within less than 20%. In addition, there are significant differences in the mean values between the model and the observations at all seasons, with a predicted emission peak generally much weaker and higher in the atmosphere than observed.
During northern winter (Figures 7a and 7d ) the model underestimates the brightness of the NO nightglow by a factor up to 50 in the low latitudes, and between about 4 and 15 in the middle to high latitudes. An important increase of brightness is predicted by the model at latitudes higher than 60 ∘ N, while IUVS observations show an increase of emission from about 30 ∘ N. Note that the observed behavior differs from that inferred from SPICAM observations. At this season, maximum emission was observed by SPICAM around 30 ∘ N, with many negative detections around 60 ∘ N [Gagné et al., 2013; Stiepen et al., 2015] , while IUVS data clearly show intensity increasing with increasing latitude. Regarding the peak altitude, while both model and data show a general decrease when approaching the winter pole, the predicted peak is about 30 km higher than observed.
During fall equinox (see Figures 7c and 7d) , the LMD-MGCM correctly predicts the brightness of the emission. Both model and data show a modest latitudinal variation, with brightness increasing toward the pole, although the increase is steeper in the model than in the data. Note that this is again a difference with respect to SPICAM previous observations, which did not show strong emissions in the poles during equinox. Regarding the peak altitude, it is again overestimated by about 20 km. 
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During northern summer (see Figures 7e and 7f ) , the peak intensity is again underestimated, with differences up to a factor of 10. Note also that the model predicts a strong increase of the emission with increasing latitude in the southern hemisphere, not seen in the data. Regarding the peak altitudes, the model predicts a strong decrease of the peak altitude when going from the northern to the southern hemisphere, which is neither confirmed by the observations. As in the other seasons, overall, the peak altitudes are significantly higher in the model than in the observations.
Discussion
The important data-model differences at all the studied seasons clearly suggest that there are significant deficiencies in the treatment of the chemical and dynamical processes considered in the GCM.
One possibility to explain the underestimation of the peak intensity during northern winter and summer is that the LMD-MGCM transports N atoms too efficiently toward the winter poles, producing a strong concentration of N in the polar regions and a depletion in the low and middle latitudes. We note that the model predicts very strong emissions in the polar regions, where observations are lacking. We also note that Clancy et al. [2013] found, by comparing 1.27 μm O 2 airglow observations from MRO-CRISM and LMD-MGCM predictions, that the model overestimates the transport of oxygen toward the poles by 25%, in agreement with our results.
Another possibility is that the model underestimates the formation of N in the dayside. As mentioned above, the formation of N atoms by photoelectron impact dissociation of N 2 , known to be important on Venus, is not considered in the model. Also, a precise computation of the N 2 photodissociation requires the use of very high spectral resolution, usually not achievable by GCMs. However, this underestimation in N production would in principle affect all seasons, while the model predicts correctly the observed brightness at the southern fall equinox. A more conclusive answer would require observations at all latitudes and an integration over the whole planet.
The strong overestimation of the peak altitude suggest that the model is not correctly representing the vertical O and/or N density profiles. A possibility is that the temperatures predicted by the model are too high in the mesosphere, producing a N and O peak too high in the atmosphere. However, comparisons with Mars Climate Sounder data, although they indicate some model deficiencies in the polar regions, do not show a warm bias in the modeled mesosphere . It is also possible that the chemistry conducing to the production and destruction of N and O atoms is not adequately represented in the model.
The unexpected longitudinal variability of the NO nightglow brightness suggests the importance of dynamical impact of waves on the emission. We note that the observed variations cannot be caused by tides, as they are observed at all nightside local times and during a large period of time. Impact of geographic structure on the nightside mesosphere was not observed before using the NO nightglow as a tracer of propagating waves in this region of Mars's atmosphere. A full analysis of these waves cannot be performed on the basis of this data set. It would require distinguishing between local time and longitude effects which are not well distinguished in the existing data set. In order to expand this research, the complementary analysis of LMD-MGCM, MGITM-GCM, and IUVS observations of Mars's disks revealing NO nightglow will address the question of the impact of waves on the NO nightglow emission.
Conclusions and Future Work
We selected nitric oxide nightglow vertical profiles obtained by the IUVS instrument on board the MAVEN spacecraft to conduct an analysis of the variability of the NO and bands in the winter northern hemisphere, the southern hemisphere during fall equinox, and equatorial latitudes during summer in the northern hemisphere.
For these conditions, under moderate solar activity, we showed that the NO nightglow exhibits important variations in brightness and altitude with latitude, solar longitude and geographic longitude. This indicates changes in the N flux, in addition to changes in the O density profile in the nightside mesosphere during the time and location this data set was obtained. We compared our results to LMD-MGCM predictions for the brightness and altitude of the peak, as well as the topside scale height of the NO nightglow vertical profile. The model correctly represents the emission in southern fall equinox, but in contrast during northern winter and summer, the observed brightness are higher by a factor between about 4 and 50 than predicted. The peak altitudes are systematically overestimated by the model in about 20 km.
Comparison of the three seasons suggests that the model dynamics transports N atoms to the nightside thermosphere at higher (polar) latitudes than observed toward the winter pole and reproduces correctly the dynamics in southern fall equinox. We however cannot rule out the possibility that the model underpredicts the production of N on the dayside, as it would require data at all latitudes during one season.
We provided the first analysis of multiple scans during a short timescale (less than an hour) and found that profiles from different latitudes during one periapse phase of the MAVEN orbit have brighter peaks lower in the atmosphere for high latitudes, a result similar to the statistical study we also provided.
We showed the possible impact of planetary traveling waves on Mars's nightside mesosphere by quantification of the longitudinal control on the NO nightglow emission. Data show longitudinal structures (brightening of the emission) that are persistent during the night and during the observation period. This suggests that Mars's nightside mesosphere was impacted during the period of observations by a combination of planetary waves. A detailed analysis of that hypothesis is beyond the scope of this study and is an interesting topic for future work.
These recent NO nightglow measurements from the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN MissionImaging UltraViolet Spectrograph (MAVEN/IUVS) will next be compared to Mars Global IonosphereThermosphere Model (M-GITM) simulations. The M-GITM model is described in great detail in Bougher et al. [2015a Bougher et al. [ , 2015b . Its odd nitrogen chemistry will be updated according to that presented in Brecht et al. [2011] , thereby enabling the model to simulate self-consistently the chemistry and dynamics of NO nightglow formation above ∼40 km. In addition, the production of dayside N( 4 S) atoms will include a source by electron impact, based on the VTGCM at Venus and motivated by the comparison presented in this study. The strong data-model differences clearly show that an in-depth revision of the implementation in the LMD-MGCM of the chemical and dynamical processes at the origin of N and O production, destruction, and transport is needed. In particular, the effects of photoelectrons, important for N production on Venus, is currently being implemented in the GCM. A revision of the current implementation of the N 2 photodissociation, including comparisons with high-resolution calculations, will also be performed. The photochemical scheme will also be reviewed; the effects of uncertainties in chemical reaction rates will be assessed and possible missing reactions will be incorporated if needed. A more precise and faster photochemical core is currently being implemented at the LMD, which may also affect the results shown here. This new photochemical core will be used in the future to unify the two different photochemical schemes used for the lower and the upper atmosphere.
Other pending questions, such as the morphology of the emission and the local time control of the emission, will be analyzed in a future study by using nadir images of the NO nightglow obtained by IUVS/MAVEN.
Improved understanding of the N and O density distributions can also be obtained by comparing simultaneous observations of the NO UV nightglow from IUVS and the O 2 IR emission with SPICAM-IR on board Mars Express and the CRISM instrument on board the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter. These concurrent measurements of airglow at two atmospheric levels involving two species with different lifetimes would provide strong constraints on the transport from the dayside to the nightside.
